The emergence of a large-scale stellar bar is one of the most striking features in disc galaxies. By means of state-of-the-art cosmological zoom-in simulations, we study the formation and evolution of bars in Milky Way-like galaxies in a fully cosmological context, including the physics of gas dissipation, star formation, and supernova feedback. Our goal is to characterise the actual trigger of the non-axisymmetric perturbation that leads to the strong bar observable in the simulations at z = 0, discriminating between an internal/secular versus an external/tidal origin. To this aim, we run a suite of cosmological zoom-in simulations altering the original history of galaxy-satellite interactions at a time when the main galaxy, though already bar-unstable, does not feature any non-axisymmetric structure yet. We find that the main effect of a late minor merger and of a close fly-by is to delay the time of bar formation and those two dynamical events are not directly responsible for the development of the bar and do not alter significantly its global properties (e.g. its final extension). We conclude that, once the disc has grown to a mass large enough to sustain global non-axisymmetric modes, then bar formation is inevitable.
INTRODUCTION
The frequent occurrence of stellar bars in disc galaxies 1 has promoted a wealth of observational and theoretical studies focussed on the effects that such non-axisymmetric structures can have on the galactic constituents, including preexisting (e.g. Lütticke et al. 2000; Bureau & Athanassoula 2005; Kormendy 2013 ) and newly formed stars (Ho et al. 1997; Martinet & Friedli 1997; Hunt & Malkan 1999; Laurikainen et al. 2004; Jogee et al. 2005) , as well as diffuse gas (e.g. Sanders & Huntley 1976; Roberts et al. 1979; Athanassoula 1992; Cheung et al. 2013; Fanali et al. 2015; Hakobyan et al. 2016 ) and dust (e.g. Consolandi et al. 2017 ). More-galactic environments (e.g. Skibba et al. 2012) , whereas other works support the idea that dynamical perturbations have the primary effect of suppressing the formation of a bar (Li et al. 2009; Lin et al. 2014) . The relative importance of the different triggers of bar growth is still unclear, as it is extremely difficult to identify the very early stages of bar formation (when a clear structure is not present yet). From a theoretical point of view, cosmological simulations can help in understanding which processes led to the growth of bars. Indeed, in numerical experiments the whole 3D distribution of matter is completely characterized at any needed time and it is, in principle, possible to study the effect of every single interaction on every galaxy undergoing bar instability (e.g. Moetazedian et al. 2017) . Unfortunately, the number of studies that focus on the study of bars in a fully cosmological perspective, including the growth of the host galaxy through a sequence of mergers as well as accretion of diffuse gas, is still limited, as they require high spatial resolution ( ∼ < 100 pc, in order to properly resolve the stellar dynamics within the bar region) while evolving a large cosmological box (Romano-Díaz et al. 2008; Kraljic et al. 2012; Scannapieco & Athanassoula 2012; Goz et al. 2015; Okamoto et al. 2015; Spinoso et al. 2017; Algorry et al. 2017; Soko lowska et al. 2017) .
Our study focusses on the analysis of several replicas of the ErisBH simulation (Bonoli et al. 2016 ), a cosmological zoom-in run that led to the formation of a realistic Milky Way-like galaxy hosting a bar in its central few kpc. The properties of the bar and its effect on to the host galaxy and its gas and stellar component have been detailed in Spinoso et al. (2017) . Interestingly, the gravitational potential of the main galaxy becomes prone to bar instability in its central region before the last significant merger (with a mass ratio ∼ > 0.05), but develops an observable bar only at later stages (Spinoso et al. 2017) . The susceptibility to bar formation was convincingly inferred via the combination of two criteria based on the Toomre Q and swing amplification X parameters (for the m = 2 mode; Toomre 1964 Toomre , 1981 . In collisionless systems, which cannot dissipate energy, these two criteria combined are known to express a necessary and sufficient condition for bar formation (e.g. Binney & Tremaine 2008) . The aim of our investigation is to identify the actual trigger of the bar formation, in particular whether or not the disc's own self-gravity and structure are responsible for it, or if is instead crucial the role of external perturbations (e.g. infalling satellites). In order to do so, we analysed the growth history of ErisBH's most massive galaxy by identifying the most relevant mergers and fly-bys. We then ran a suite of ad-hoc simulations, either removing these interacting galaxies or changing their parameters (orbital or structural), checked whether a bar would form and, if so, we studied the details of its growth. The rationale behind "engineering" the simulations by changing a targeted aspect of the initial conditions is similar to the approach followed by Pontzen et al. (2017) , who applied small changes in the initial conditions of zoom-in simulations in order to produce different accretion histories leading to the same final mass and environmental properties.
This paper is organized as follows: we summarise the properties of the original ErisBH in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, we describe the parameters of the new runs performed, highlighting the differences with respect to the parent simulation. In Section 3, we discuss the outcomes of our investigations, and in Section 4 we present a discussion of the results and draw our conclusions.
INITIAL CONDITIONS

The parent run: ErisBH
Eris (Guedes et al. 2011) and ErisBH (Bonoli et al. 2016 ) are two smoothed-particle hydrodynamics (SPH) zoom-in simulations of the same Milky Way-sized halo selected within a low-resolution, dark matter-only simulation of a comoving cube of (90 Mpc) 3 . Both runs assumed a flat Universe with Ω M = 0.24, Ω b = 0.042, h 0 = 73 km s −1 Mpc −1 , and σ 8 = 0.76, as derived from the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe three-year data (Spergel et al. 2007) . A comoving region of (1 Mpc) 3 has been re-sampled at higher resolution with 13 million dark matter particles of mass m DM = 9.8 × 10 4 M and populated with additional 13 million SPH particles. The whole system has been evolved from z = 90 to z = 0 using the tree-SPH code gasoline ). The gravitational softening for each particle, fixed to 120 physical pc in the 0 < z < 9 range, evolves ∝ (1 + z) −1 at earlier times.
Both Eris and ErisBH included Compton and atomic cooling of primordial gas, heating from a UV background (Haardt & Madau 1996) , and metallicity-dependent radiative cooling at low (< 10 4 K) gas temperatures (see Guedes et al. 2011 for more details). Gas particles belonging to a converging flow that cross the star-formation temperature (T SF = 3 × 10 4 K) and density (n SF = 5 atoms cm −3 ) thresholds can form stars of initial mass m * = 6 × 10 3 M , each representing a stellar population described by a Kroupa (2001) initial stellar mass function. Each supernova (SN) exploding releases 8 × 10 50 erg to the neighbouring gas particles following the blastwave prescription in Stinson et al. (2006) . ErisBH differs from Eris by including prescriptions for the formation and growth of massive black holes (MBHs) and the feedback that these can exert on to the galactic medium during accretion events (Bellovary et al. 2010; Bonoli et al. 2016) . In particular, a MBH can be seeded in a halo only when: (i) the halo does not host any other MBH, (ii) the halo is properly resolved (by at least 100k particles), and (iii) it hosts a dense gas structure with more than 10 particles exceeding a density of 100 atoms cm −3 . Every MBH can accrete mass from the surrounding medium following the Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton prescription (Hoyle & Lyttleton 1939; Bondi & Hoyle 1944; Bondi 1952) :
where G is the gravitational constant, M BH is the mass of the MBH, and ρ, c s , and v are the gas density, sound speed, and relative velocity with respect to the MBH, evaluated over the closest 32 SPH particles, respectively. The maximum accretion rate is capped at the Eddington limit,
that we computed assuming a radiative efficiency of η = 0.1. The colour scale is logarithmic spaced with minimum value 3 × 10 −8 M pc −3 and maximum value 300 M pc −3 . Lower panels: same as the upper panels, for the gas distribution. The original location of the companion that merges at z ≈ 1.2 in the WM run is highlighted in each panel with a circle of radius ∼ 5 kpc.
Here, m p is the proton mass, σ T the Thomson cross section, and c the speed of light in vacuum. The same efficiency is assumed when computing the radiated luminosity, a fraction f = 0.05 of which is coupled to the 32 gas neighbours as a thermal energy injection (see Bellovary et al. 2010 for a full detailed description of the implementation of the MBH physics).
We stress that the MBH feedback has an impact on to the ErisBH galaxy at early times (z ∼ > 2), in preventing the formation of a central baryonic overdensity, so that at lower redshifts the galactic potential can sustain a central bar (contrary to the Eris case, as discussed in Spinoso et al. 2017 ; see also Rodionov et al. 2017) . However, the effect of MBH growth at lower redshifts is essentially negligible, as the central object grows at very low rates, for a total accreted mass of only 14 per cent of its final value since z ≈ 1.2. For these reasons, in our investigation we turned off accretion and feedback from the central MBH.
As fully detailed in Spinoso et al. (2017) , a strong bar is clearly observable in the centre of the ErisBH disc galaxy at z = 0. The bar starts growing by z ∼ < 1 and it is unclear whether the trigger of its growth could be associated to a minor merger occurring at z ≈ 1.2, that indeed imprints a clear non-axisymmetric perturbation in the (already barunstable) central region of the galaxy. The merging satellite has a stellar mass of M * ≈ 1.2 × 10 9 M and a dark component mass of M DM ≈ 1.5 × 10 10 M , to be compared to the dominant galaxy which has M * ≈ 2.0 × 10 10 M and M DM ≈ 1.1×10 11 M within a 20 kpc radius from the centre. 2
Other minor perturbations are present at lower redshifts, the most significant being multiple fly-bys of a relatively massive satellite at z ≈ 0.65, 0.35, and 0.15. The stellar mass of such satellite is M * ≈ 2.1 × 10 8 M , whereas that of its dark matter component is M DM ≈ 1.4 × 10 9 M . These values are computed shortly before the first closest-approach point, at about 48.1 kpc from the main galaxy.
The siblings
Taking full advantage of the ErisBH run, in order to isolate the influence of various dynamical events over bar formation and evolution processes, we produced five slightly different initial-condition files, starting from a snapshot at z ≈ 1.8 in the evolutionary history of the original simulation.
All five runs share a number of differences with respect to ErisBH. In particular, (i) we evolved a smaller number of particles (we cut the system at 4500 comoving kpc from the centre of mass of the dominant galaxy), (ii) the BH accretion was switched off to further simplify the setup, and (iii) we could not retrieve whether the gas particles were recently subject to SN feedback.
Since these peculiarities may prevent an accurate comparison between ErisBH and its modified replicas, one of the five runs we evolved is a twin simulation of ErisBH (run WM hereon), though with the differences noted above. This run allows us to check how the aforementioned differences bias the evolution of the system compared to ErisBH. In addition, we stress that this paper will be focussed on the comparison between the siblings described below and run WM rather than ErisBH itself, as in this manner we are sure to cancel out the variations introduced at restart.
The other four runs were re-initialized modifying the initial conditions at z ≈ 1.8, when the galaxy is already prone to bar instability but no central asymmetries are visible (see Figure 3 in Spinoso et al. 2017) , as follows. In run NM, we removed only the satellite which merges at z ≈ 1.2 in run WM. In order to prevent numerical effects and to maintain the self-consistency of the simulation, we removed the object when it was 40.1 kpc away from the galaxy at z ≈ 1.8. Figure 1 shows a comparison between the stellar and gas density maps for the runs WM and NM in the vicinity of the primary galaxy, at z ≈ 1.7. The second largest perturbation to the primary galaxy consists of a fly-by, i.e. an object which in the WM run performs three close passages near the central galaxy at z ∼ < 0.7.
The position of this satellite at z ≈ 1.7 is highlighted in the left panel (density map of the gas component) of Figure 2 , whereas a zoom-in and its trajectory during the first pericentre are shown in the right panel of the same figure (stellar density map). Run NF is a copy of run NM, except that we also removed the fly-by, forcing a dynamical evolution with no significant events after z ≈ 1.2.
In run PF, we allowed the formation of the fly-by satellite, but we provided it with a velocity radial component in order to push the object away from the central galaxy. This method makes the fly-by satellite reach a distance from the main galaxy as large as ≈ 500 kpc at z ≈ 0.5, thus reducing its influence over the main system. Finally, in run HF, the orbital parameters of the fly-by were kept as in run NM, but we doubled the mass of its dark The described initial conditions were evolved for a total of approximately 1.0 million CPU hours via the tree-SPH code ChaNGa (Menon et al. 2015) , a program for cosmological simulations built on the tree-SPH code gasoline but implemented with the parallel programming system Charm++. Thanks to Charm++'s dynamic load balancing algorithms, ChaNGa allows to obtain high performances over huge dynamical and mass ranges (for further technical details, see Jetley et al. 2008) .
We investigated a temporal window from z ≈ 1.8 down to z = 0, using the same cosmological parameters adopted for the Eris suite. The selected volumes host a total number of particles of about 3 × 10 7 , subdivided in 1.2 × 10 7 SPH, 1.3 × 10 7 dark matter, and 4 × 10 6 star particles.
In order to preserve continuity with the parent run, both Compton and atomic hydrogen cooling are included in the adopted code. Moreover, the energetic state of the gas takes into account the same UV background considered in ErisBH (Haardt & Madau 1996) . The process of star formation and SN feedback follows again the method described in Stinson et al. (2006;  efficiencies and other parameters remained unchanged, except for the IMF model, which is in our case that of Kroupa et al. 1993) . However, no prescription for BH accretion and feedback was implemented. The gravitational softening in our suite was kept fixed to 120 comoving pc, implying that the physical softening decreases for increasing redshift.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The main goal of our analysis is to assess the actual trigger of the bar instability (external-tidal versus internalsecular mechanism) in our simulation suite. Hence, we start by checking whether significant differences amongst the five runs, other than the properties of the satellites, actually exist. Since in four out of five runs we removed the last minor merger experienced by the central galaxy of ErisBH at z ≈ 1.2, the mass of the primary galaxy is not exactly the same in all runs. Figure 3 quantifies the redshift evolution of the primary galaxy mass in the different runs considered. Small mass variations are indeed present, still the maximum relative difference in stellar mass is ∼ < 7 per cent at both small and large scales, with the largest difference observable in correspondence of the minor merger (the stellar mass of the removed satellite represents 6 per cent of the main galaxy stellar component at z ≈ 1.7; this value drops to 0.9 per cent by z = 0). The gas mass within 20 kpc shows larger variations (about 10 per cent between the different runs). 3 We stress, however, that the gas mass never exceeds 40 per cent (5 per cent) of the stellar mass within 20 (2) kpc. Star formation from gas infalling through large-scale cold streams (clearly observable in the left panel of Figure 2 ) is responsible for the galaxy mass growth during the last ≈ 9.7 Gyr, while mergers with smaller structures are a second-order perturbation to the mass content of the galaxy for z ∼ < 1.5. The only notable difference with respect to ErisBH (cyan line in Figure 3 ) is represented by the initially larger gas mass within 2 kpc. The effect can be explained by considering that our new simulations start without gas cooling shut-off by previously exploded SNae, so that the resulting higher star formation rate leads to a rapid consumption of the gas reservoirs. 4
Fourier analysis
Once we checked that all the main galaxies share a similar mass evolution, we assess whether different sequences of interactions with the satellites would result in different morphologies of the primary galaxy. The major peak of A 2 (R) at R ≈ 9 kpc at z = 1.2 is due to the lower density of the outskirts of the galactic disc.
Bar strength
We quantify the presence (or absence) and the intensity of a central bar by performing the Fourier decomposition of the stellar surface density field (on a face-on projection). We then evaluate the ratio between the second term of the expansion, which captures the strength of two-fold structures, and the zeroth (axisymmetric) term through the relation
where m j is the mass of the j-th particle and θ j the azimuthal angle of its projection over the disc plane. The summation is carried over all particles enclosed within a cylinder of radius R, coaxial with the galaxy, and of fixed height of 1 kpc. A 2 (< R) increases as far as the stellar distribution is decisively non-axisymmetric, decreasing gradually farther out. Even though, for our purposes, the bar strength appears to be well represented by the trend of the A 2 cumulative profile (see Figure 4) , it is worth noting that its value could depend on the central mass concentration of the galaxy. For this reason, we provide here also the result of the differential Fourier analysis, where we first divide the disc into annuli of equal width, and then we compute the value of the ratio A 2 (R) separately for each annulus at radius R (similar studies have been performed by e.g. Athanassoula & Misiriotis 2002; Valenzuela & Klypin 2003) . In the Fourier decomposition we consider only stars within a 1 kpc height. Figure 4 shows for the NM run at three different redshifts the A 2 (R) profile (blue line) and its cumulative equivalent (black line) as a function of the cylindrical radius. 5 Each plot is accompanied by the corresponding face-on stellar density maps. The plot clearly shows the non-axisymmetric nature of the galaxy disc at three different epochs along the galaxy evolution. It is clear how a two-fold overdensity is evolving, gaining both amplitude and radial extent as the galaxy approaches z = 0. This evolution is evident in both lines even if it is also visible that the central density slightly biases the trend of A 2 (< R) at larger radii. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that we are mainly interested in the innermost kpc of the galactic disc, where the bar actually forms, and here both the local maxima of A 2 (< R) and A 2 (R), A 2,max (< R) and A 2,max (R), respectively, provide Figure 5 . Redshift evolution of the bar intensity for our five runs, compared with the ErisBH original simulation. The quantities A 2,max (R) (upper panel) and A 2,max (< R) (lower panel) show almost the same trend, proving that the study of the bar growth is not biased by the central mass concentration. The time at which the minor merger occurs in run WM is highlighted with a red cross, whereas the times of the first, second, and third pericentre passages of the fly-by are marked as circles, squares, and triangles, respectively. a reliable estimate of the current strength of the growing non-axisymmetry. The values of A 2 (R) have been computed over a much smaller number of particles (each annulus is just a fraction of the total disc volume), thus even a slight variation in symmetry is highlighted in the final result. As a consequence, the differential function fluctuates considerably more than the cumulative one.
The evolution of A 2,max (R) and A 2,max (< R) is shown in Figure 5 for all runs, as well as for ErisBH.
Bar length
A very important part in the study of galactic bars is the evaluation of their length. This is a very debated subject, since the body of the bar has no perfectly defined boundaries. Moreover, it is extremely difficult to match numerical results with observations, especially because many approaches used to evaluate such property cannot be adopted in both these two fields of study (for further details, see Figure 6 . Bar extent as a function of redshift: the upper panel shows the evolution of R Φ , whereas R max is shown in the lower panel. The colour code and the symbol legend are the same adopted in Figure 5 . The agreement between the trend of the two methods is excellent, though R Φ is higher at all redshifts.
e.g. Debattista & Sellwood 2000; Athanassoula & Misiriotis 2002) .
In the present work, we utilize a method to measure the bar length described in Athanassoula & Misiriotis (2002) . A by-product of the Fourier decomposition is represented by the phase of the A 2 (R) component, defined as:
where the summation is performed along each annulus of radius R. Since this phase is nearly constant in the range of the bar overdensity 6 and is randomly oriented outside, the length of the bar can be defined as the radius R Φ of the outmost annulus with phase constant and equal to the phase of the bar Φ bar . After this point, the phase Φ(R) starts varying with the radius. In this study, we consider the phase constant if its variation is ∆Φ ≤ arcsin(0.15).
When a galaxy evolves in isolation, the major contribution to the phase of the second Fourier component in the disc density is the bar itself, since beyond its range the phase is averaged out. However, in our cosmological simulations, the initial disc instabilities, the formation of a sporadic spiral arm, and the passage of some perturbers across the disc plane have, occasionally, the effect of significantly altering the total phase of the disc. In order to account for this, and guide the analysis to the correct result, we do not compare Φ(R) with the phase of the whole disc (as performed in Athanassoula & Misiriotis 2002), but we substitute the total disc phase with the phase Φ(R max ) as our benchmarkphase, where R max is the radius where A 2,max (< R) occurs (see Section 3.1.1).
Although in the following we use R Φ as the main bar length estimator (the values of R Φ at z = 0 are collected in Table 2 ), it should be noted that R max , the radial coordinate where A 2 (< R) has its maximum, traces remarkably well the total extent of the stellar bar. As a matter of fact, every annulus whose phase is coherent with Φ bar contributes to the increase of the cumulative function A 2 (< R). This results in the monotonic growth of A 2 (< R), which starts near the centre of the galaxy and ends as soon as this contribution is averaged out in the outer part of the disc and is no longer important (as it is exemplified in Figure 4) .
The results of these two criteria are plotted in Figure 6 (R Φ on the top and R max on the bottom) adopting the same colour code used in Figure 5 . In the plots, the black lines show the evolution of the inner non-axisymmetric component in run WM. They keep the same qualitative features of ErisBH (cyan) discussed in Spinoso et al. (2017) . 7 The single peak of R max at z ≈ 1.2 is a tracer of the undergoing merger, since, in this method, the approaching satellite determines the position of the maximum asymmetry. This fluctuation is completely absent in the R Φ -method. Aside from this small difference, both approaches agree with the general growth rate of the bar in all simulations. We then quantitatively analyse the link between the two methods. In particular, for each run, we evaluated the parameter α, in order to maximize the agreement between the function αR max (z) and R Φ (z). The results (for z ∼ < 1, where a clear bar is present) show that the parameters computed for the different simulation are very close to each other and their mean is equal to < α >= 1.61 ± 0.17. As an example, the functions R max (z) (solid red line), R Φ (z) (solid blue line), and αR max (z) (red dashed line) for the run WM are plotted in Figure 7 . It should be noted that the agreement factor α does (slightly) depend on the tolerance parameter ∆Φ. The value we chose for ∆Φ is motivated by a number of tests in which we tried to select only the real body of the bars, whilst avoiding phase fluctuations. The low standard deviation, proving that the constant α does not depend on redshift and on the specific run, demonstrates the affinity between the methods.
A transient period of bar weakening in run WM for 0.4 ∼ < z ∼ < 0.7 is observed both in Figures 5 and 6 , and is possibly linked to the first pericentre of the fly-by. Such behaviour is consistent with a scenario in which minor merg- ers trigger the formation of the bar, whose growth, however, may be delayed by the fly-by-induced perturbation. To test such conclusion, we analyse the other runs, where the minor merger is absent. In such runs, despite the lack of the minor merger, the main galaxy develops a strong bar anyway, whose final length varies from ∼ > 4.3 kpc (run NM) to ∼ > 5.1 kpc (run NF). These parameters are summarised in Table 2 . Figure 8 offers a qualitative comparison amongst the fully developed structures in each run at z = 0 (note that the stellar density map of the run NM at z = 0 is provided in Figure 4 with the same colour code and scale). It is clear how the bar formation process does not depend on the different dynamical histories of the host galaxy. The fly-by seems not to have any major impact on to the primary galaxy, either. While the first fly-by pericentre could be possibly associated to the onset of the bar growth (z ≈ 0.7 in run NM), a strong bar is nevertheless already in place at the same redshift in the PF run, where the fly-by is still too far (∼ 700 kpc) to significantly perturb the galaxy. A similar evolution is observable in the HF run, in which the bar starts developing well before the first close passage. The fly-by effect here is only a possible delay of the growth of the bar, when the latter is already well formed.
Properties of the evolved disc
Stellar density profile
To check whether the bar evolution produces appreciable changes in the disc profile, we fit the stellar surface density maps of every galaxy at z = 0 using a superposition of two Sérsic profiles (Sérsic 1963) . The indices of the profile (listed in Table 2 ) result close to unity for all the cases, typical for barred discs. Figure 4 , where also the map of run NM is provided. Figure 9 shows the stellar surface distribution (black dashed line) as a function of the radius for the runs WM and NF which host two bars at different times of their development (bar growth in run NF has met fewer hurdles and appears to be stronger and longer). The yellow lines, which are the sum of the two Sérsic profiles, show notable agreement with the surface density profile, whereas the red and blue lines follow the distribution of the inner and outer disc components, respectively. The vertical solid lines show the positions of the computed scale radii (red lines refer to the inner disc; blue lines to the outer disc). The black dashed lines mark the position of R Φ at z = 0, to provide a useful basis for comparison. We cannot state that there is an evident correlation between the stage of evolution of the bar (assessed by means of the strength and length estimators) and the positions of the scale radii just by assuming the five cases here analysed. In particular, bars in runs NM, NF, PF, and HF have similar evolutions at lower redshifts (z ∼ < 0.25) and produce similar influences over the disc material. However, run WM, having the less evolved bar in our sample (see Figures 5 and 6 ), shows the smallest scale radii and this is in agreement with e.g. Athanassoula & Misiriotis (2002) and Valenzuela & Klypin (2003) . It should be noted that the difference in the disc scale radius and extent could be linked to the mass accretion episode at z ≈ 1.2. 
Frequency maps
A useful aspect of our analysis is the study of the orbital frequencies of the fully evolved galaxies (z = 0). Angular velocities and precession frequencies depend only on the gravitational potential and describe its inherent suitability to grow and sustain a bar. Since we are dealing with bar-like structures, we are particularly interested in the precession frequency Ω − κ/2, which defines those orbits which would close exactly after two radial oscillations over a period, in a frame corotating with the bar. Here, κ is the epicycle frequency, which is linked to the angular velocity through the equation:
where Ω is the angular velocity and R the radius in cylindrical coordinates. Equation 5 is valid in the epicycle approximation regime, where the extent of the radial oscillations of a point mass are considered negligible with respect to the radius (for further details, see Binney & Tremaine 2008) .
In Figure 10 , we include the frequency maps for the same two cases (runs WM and NF in the upper and lower panel, respectively) shown in Figure 9 . In each panel, the black curve shows the angular velocity Ω(R) as a function of radius, whereas the red curve describes the trend of the two-fold precession curve Ω(R) − κ(R)/2. The vertical blue line highlights the intersection between the bar frequency (Ω bar , marked in the figure by the horizontal blue line) and Figure 10 . Frequency maps of the dominant galaxies in runs WM (upper panel) and NF (lower panel). As in Figure 9 , the black dashed lines refer to the bar extent at z = 0. The black and red curves refer to the angular velocity Ω(R) and to the precession frequency Ω(R)−κ(R)/2, respectively. The horizontal blue lines set the value of the bar angular velocities Ω bar , evaluated at the end of their evolution, whereas the vertical lines highlight the positions of the corotational radii CR.
the curve Ω(R). This point, the corotational radius R CR , has a major role in orbital theory and sets the upper limit for the bar extent according to Contopoulos (1980) . The shape of the Ω − κ/2 curve is typical for galaxies with low central concentration, as in our case. In both panels of Figure 10 , Ω bar crosses the red curve in two points, since the frequency of the bar is below the peak of Ω − κ/2: for these values of R the galaxies have their Inner Lindblad Resonances. 8 During the whole galaxy evolution, the bar absorbs angular momentum from the inner regions and redistributes it to the outer disc and the halo (Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs 1972; Fuchs & Athanassoula 2005) . If the disc is not tidally perturbed, in this process, the bar usually slows down and increases its extent. As a direct consequence of this frequency analysis, it is possible to identify the rate of bar rotation through the dimensionless parameter R = R CR /R bar , where R bar is the bar length (defined as R Φ in this work). As reported by Debattista & Sellwood (2000) , bars with 1.0 < R < 1.4 are called fast, whereas bars with R > 1.4 are called slow. The ratio R at z = 0 is listed in Table 2 for each run. It is clear that, at the final stages of its evolution, each bar can be easily identified as slow, even if the dispersion of the values is large, emphasizing the different evolution histories of the various runs. Table 2 . Summary of the most relevant properties of the final (z = 0) bar for each run. From left to right, columns contain the run identifier, the bar extent R Φ , the bar length in units of disc scale-radius, the ratio R CR /R bar , the indices of the Sérsic profiles adopted to fit the disc surface density, and the presence of the B/P structure. 
B/P bulge emergence
Bars arise from the stellar disc and, therefore, at the beginning, they share with it the same vertical density profile. Despite this, after a few periods, bars experience some vertical instability processes when their growth continues without interference. This dynamical evolution is considered the cause of the so-called B/P bulges. In order to assess its development in the various runs, we first select the edge-on projected density field with the bar aligned on the x-axis, for each run at z = 0. We then subdivide the surface density field in rectangular bins on the x-axis (in this work we integrate the density on the y-axis over 15 physical kpc), and evaluate the z-position of the median density in each bin in the positive and negative z-directions separately (a similar approach has been used in Iannuzzi & Athanassoula 2015) . The z-position of the median density as a function of the distance from the centre of the galaxy are shown on the right of Figure 11 for each run performed. In addition, each plot is accompanied by the corresponding surface density map, as it has been selected in the procedure described above. The double-horned shape is clearly observable in almost all the cases, with the only exception of run WM. The clearest structure is visible in run NF. As mentioned above, the bar in run WM is the least developed in our sample. On the contrary, the lack of significant perturbers in run NF favours the monotonic growth of the structure. For this reason, in run NF, vertical instabilities take place at earlier stages compared to run WM, resulting in a more evolved Xshape. According to this scenario, the bar in run WM would face a similar fate in its future evolution.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In our work, we assessed the nature of the bar resulting from a fully consistent cosmological simulation of a Milky Waysized galaxy. In particular, we analysed its late evolutionary stages (z ∼ < 2), when the central regions are already prone to bar instability, and we checked whether the seed perturbation that triggers the actual bar growth is due to secular/internal processes only, or to tidal perturbations exerted by the evolving background of satellite galaxies. In our study, we ran multiple and different versions of the final phases of the ErisBH simulation, allowing for a modification of the sequence of interactions amongst the main galaxy and its satellites. More specifically, we removed the only minor merger occurring in the galaxy evolutionary history after z ≈ 1.8, and we changed either the orbital or structural parameters of the closest fly-by in the system, or we simply avoided its formation in the galactic neighbourhood. Although all the different runs start at the same point and with the same exact physics and sub-grid physics modules, we do perturb the system to some extent by removing or changing the location of a subset of particles, i.e. modifying the energy and mass content in the box.
We demonstrated that the origin of the bar forming in ErisBH run is not linked to any particular tidal event. Indeed, an even stronger and longer bar forms when the merger does not occur at all. Furthermore, the B/P shape (see Figure 11) reflects the bar evolutionary stage, which is more advanced in the runs NM, NF, PF, and HF with respect to run WM. Analogously, the outcome of our experiments shows that we have not introduced any relevant numerical artefact with our procedure as this would have had an impact on the dynamical evolution and on the development of the bar itself. This last point is also evident in Figure 3 , where the primary galaxy evolves almost identically in all cases, suggesting that the numerical noise introduced by the engineering of the dynamical state of the system does not lead to any numerical instability.
Moreover, it seems that the fly-by could delay the growth of a bar if such structure is already present, but certainly this interaction cannot be considered itself the trigger of the bar growth, and does not alter the further evolution of the bar properties. The delay could be due to the increase in the stellar velocity dispersion imprinted by the fly-by, resulting in a more stable disc (Guedes et al. 2013) .
We further comment that another run was performed with different initial conditions. This case is similar to the case of HF, but the dark matter component of the fly-by has been multiplied five times. We decided not to discuss it here, since its merger history (a further merger takes place at z ∼ < 1) does produce a significantly different object at z = 0 and, therefore, it cannot be directly compared with the other siblings. Notwithstanding this, the case would fall into the category of the objects whose bar has been strongly suppressed. As mentioned above, some studies claim that the global effect of the gravitational perturbers could be summarised in a growth/formation inhibition (Li et al. 2009; Lin et al. 2014) . It is interesting to compare our results to similar recent findings obtained by Moetazedian et al. (2017) , who detailed the effect of low-mass satellites on the bar growth in a bar-unstable galaxy. The masses, tidal radii, and impact parameters of the perturbers are inferred from the cosmological Aquarius-D simulation (Springel et al. 2008) . In agreement with our investigation, Moetazedian et al. (2017) find that the only effect of the satellites is to either slightly anticipate or delay the bar growth (by at most ∼ 1 Gyr), whereas the main properties of the bar as well as its growth rate remain almost identical. We stress that our results and those discussed in Moetazedian et al. (2017) complement each other. On one hand, our study takes into account the full assembly history of the main galaxy as well as the effect of gas, whereas both these aspects are not included in Moetazedian et al. (2017) . On the other hand, the idealised Figure 11 . On the left, the stellar surface density of the central galaxy is displayed edge-on with the bar major axis parallel to the x-axis. The colour code is logarithmically spaced and the units are M /kpc 2 . On the right, we show the position of the median density as a function of the distance from the centre of the galaxy, both for the region above (z > 0) and below (z < 0) the mid-plane. The scale on the x-axis is the same for the maps and the plots, whereas the y-axis scale is enlarged in the right-hand panels in order to highlight the variations. A developed X-shaped overdensity is immediately recognisable in every run, except in the case of run WM. nature of the Moetazedian et al. (2017) initial conditions results in an higher level of axisymmetry, which allows for a better characterization of the initial seeding of the bar. As an example, Moetazedian et al. (2017) were able to follow the evolution of the bar strength parameter A 2 footnoteNote that the parameter defined as A 2 in this work is equivalent to A 2 /A 0 in Moetazedian et al. (2017) . down to fluctuations of the order of 10 −3 , well below the physical noise due to the small substructures present in our study. The consistency of the findings in such different studies strongly supports the internal/secular origin of bars in field galaxies.
In summary, we proved that there is no need of a major external perturbation for the formation of the bar in ErisBH. As long as the galactic potential is prone to bar instability, as in the last stages of ErisBH (Spinoso et al. 2017 ), a bar develops independently of any interaction (if these interactions are not strong enough to considerably modify the galactic potential). This points to the self-gravity of the disc and to its interplay with various internal processes, from cooling to energy input by SN feedback, as the main driver of bar formation and growth, similarly to what seen in simulations of secular evolution of massive spirals (Debattista et al. 2006) .
At high redshifts, when galactic discs are still low in mass (hence weakly self-gravitating) and perturbations by tidal interactions and mergers with massive satellites are much more frequent, the role of tidal triggering in bar formation and growth might be more important, as suggested by Guedes et al. (2013) and Fiacconi et al. (2015) . We argue here that massive spiral galaxies at z ∼ < 1 should, instead, belong to the same regime we studied in this paper. This means that the standard scenario of secular evolution does hold, at low redshifts, even in the complex context of hierarchical galaxy formation.
